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welcome
to the

Weaning Essentials: Healthy Gut, Happy Baby

Dear Mum,
If you’re about to start weaning, you’re probably feeling both a little nervous and excited. That’s
why our team of nutritionists and baby feeding advisors have creating this weaning guide to
help you take your baby from first spoonsfuls to 3 meal occasions a day in 5 easy steps.
Please get in touch with us if you have any questions. We hope you and your baby enjoy every
step of this exciting and messy time together!
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Importance Notice
Breast milk is the best for babies. The World Health Organization recommends
exclusive breastfeeding for the first six months of life. Unnecessary introduction of
bottle feeding or other food and drinks will have a negative impact on breast feeding.
From 4 to 6 months of age, infants should receive age-appropriate foods while
breastfeeding continues for up to two years of age or beyond.
Consult your doctor before deciding to use infant formula or if you have difficulty
breastfeeding.
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What is weaning?
Weaning is the process of moving your baby from a milk-only diet, to a
combination of milk and solid foods.
Why is weaning important?
At around 6 months, your baby starts to need
more than milk to satisfy their appetite, so this
is the time to begin weaning. The first stage of
weaning helps lay the foundations for healthy
eating habits including cultivating their taste
preferences for fruits and vegetables. It also
teaches your baby how to eat from a spoon,
swallow and eventually chew.
As they grow, food will eventually provide all the
nutrients your little one needs, but for now, it’s
just about getting them used to new tastes and
textures.
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When do I start weaning?
The World Health Organisation (WHO) recommends that babies start
weaning at around 6 months.
From around 6 months, your
baby’s iron stores which they
were born with, begin to run low.
Weaning foods will help provide
the extra energy and nutrients they
need for growth and development.
If you decide to wean earlier, it’s
important to wait until your baby is
at least 17 weeks (about 4 months),
as their tiny tummy can’t cope with
solid foods before then.

If you think your baby is ready to start weaning before 6 months, it’s a good idea to consult a paediatrician or
dietitian first. Also, if your baby was premature, ask your paediatrician for advice about the best time to start
weaning.
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The signs to look out for
Your baby will usually find ways to show you they’re ready
for more than just milk – here’s what to look out for.

Able to swallow food
- getting more in, than
around, their mouth

Sitting up and holding
their head steady

Directing objects towards
their mouth and putting
them in their mouth

Wait for these signs to show in combination before introducing solid food. Simply waking up during the night or
sucking their fists does not mean your baby is ready.
If you think your baby is ready but is only showing one or two signs, consult your pediatrician for advice.
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Essential weaning equipment
Here are a few essentials you’ll need to start following our 5 step weaning plan:
•	A few colourful baby feeding spoons and bowls
• Bibs and clean cloths
• Saucepans and/or a steamer
• A hand blender or food processor
• Ice cube trays or small containers
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Shopping & cooking in advance
Batch cooking and freezing your baby’s food can
save time and stress.
Your baby will only eat tiny amounts to start with, so freezing small portions
means you’ll waste less food – it also preserves important nutrients.
Cook and freeze extra portions in ice cube trays or small containers. If you’re
not sure how much to feed your baby, just follow your little one’s lead. Every
baby is different and they’re very good at showing you when they want more
and when they’ve had enough!

Top tip
Freeze any extra portions of
purée as soon as they are
cool. This will save you time
and effort later.

Weaning safely
Allergies & special diets
If you think your baby has an
allergy or would like them to
follow a specific diet, please
consult your pediatrician for
advice.
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We recommend starting weaning with smooth
purées or well mashed foods, as they are easy
for your baby to swallow safely without choking.
However, if your baby is ready, you could also try
some soft finger foods. If your baby can’t
manage something, try not to worry too much,
as they have a natural gag reflex, so will
normally cough it up or spit it out.

Ready to get started?
Your baby knows how you’re feeling from
the expression on your face, so always start
with a smile! You may be feeling nervous,
but if you follow this 5 step weaning plan,
you’ll help your baby get off to a flying start
with weaning and forming lifelong healthy
eating habits!
Remember that your baby’s milk will still be
their main source of nutrition at this stage.
With plenty of patience and love, they will
soon be on their way to 3 meals a day…
Good luck and enjoy the journey – we’re
here if you need any advice along the way.
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step 1:

first spoonfuls
your goal:
help your baby eat from a spoon and introduce
the healthy flavours of our top 10 first foods
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“

Fruit and veg are the best first foods for

your baby. They are packed the goodness of
essential vitamins, minerals and dietary fibre
to support your baby’s gut health for total wellbeing.

”
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step 1:

first spoonfuls

your goal:
help your baby with eating
from a spoon and introduce
our top 10 first foods.

Fruit and veg are a key part of any
healthy diet, so it makes sense
to start your baby off early to help
them develop good eating habits,
right from their very first spoonful.

For your baby’s first 10 foods, we’ve chosen
nine different fruit and vegetables that are
easy to purée, plus baby rice, which
are all commonly used for first
weaning, thanks to their
great taste and texture.

Learning how to eat
Your baby’s first spoonfuls will
teach them how to eat from a
spoon and swallow.
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Eating is such a new experience for your baby, don’t be surprised
if the first few spoonfuls come straight back out again! Just be
patient and keep trying, with a bit of perseverance, they’ll soon get
the hang of it! Until now, your baby has just been used to pushing
their tongue forward to suck milk. Now they need to figure out
how to use their tongue to move food to the back of their mouth.

Do
4

4

Give your baby lots of smiles and
encouragement, as they respond
to your facial expressions.
Keep trying if your baby doesn’t
like a food at first. It can take
several attempts for them to
accept a new flavour.

Don’t

Remember:
•	Pick a time when they’re not too tired or too full
with milk.
•	There’s no pressure for them to eat – let them
explore, play and squish with food too!
•	Choose a familiar, relaxed location with few
distractions.
•	Smile – if you don’t like a food, your baby will pick
up on how you’re feeling.

8
8

Add sugar or salt to purées.

•	You can mix any of our recipes with a little of their
usual milk so the taste is more familiar.

Introduce solid food when your
baby is tired or hungry.

•	Let them play with their food – put some on their
plate or tray and let them squish it!
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Feed your baby sugary snacks
and drinks such as biscuits,
sweets, jam, rusks, and juices.

•	Feed a small amount and watch your baby’s
reaction.

How much milk do I feed?
Milk is still a really important part of your baby’s diet. In fact,
size for size, some of their nutritional needs are more than
double yours.
Since we’ve created the 5 step weaning plan and been sending
it out to our mums, they have told us that they’re not completely
sure how much milk they should be feeding alongside weaning.

•	If they want to hold or play with their spoon, let them.
•	
Give lots of love and encouragement!
Milk is their main source of nutrition at this stage, continue your
baby usual milk feeding as they require.
Milk still plays a vital role in your baby’s diet. As a general rule guide
give your baby 500-600ml of milk alongside their food, once weaning is
established.
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Recipes
Baby rice
Ingredients
• Your baby’s usual milk
• 1 level tsp of baby rice

Method
1 Using the instructions on the packet as a guide, mix
one teaspoon of rice with your baby’s usual milk in a
small bowl.
2 Stir well until it is runny and smooth.
3 Add more milk or rice if required.

Apple purée
Ingredients
•	1 medium eating apple, a soft sweet
apple will cook more quickly than a
crisp one, but all are suitable
•	Your baby’s usual milk or cooled,
boiled water

Method
1 Peel the apple and cut into quarters.
Remove the core and seeds and cut
each quarter into about 8−12 small
pieces.
2 Place in a saucepan with 75ml (5 tbsp)
of water and cook on a medium heat.
When the water starts to bubble, stir,
reduce the heat and cover the pan.
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3 Continue to cook gently, stirring
occasionally, until the apple is soft
when pierced with a sharp knife – this
will take between 10−15 minutes.
4 If the apple starts to stick to the pan,
add one or two more tablespoons of
water and reduce the heat.
5 Once soft, remove from heat and allow
to cool slightly, then place in a food
processor or small container where
you can use a hand blender.
6 Add 4−5 tablespoons (75ml) of either
cooled, boiled water or your
baby’s usual milk.
7 Blend until runny and smooth, adding
more liquid if required.

Sweet potato purée

Broccoli purée

Carrot purée

Ingredients

Ingredients

Ingredients

• 1 small sweet potato
•	Your baby’s usual milk or cooled,
boiled water

• 4 - 5 broccoli florets
•	Your baby’s usual milk or cooled,
boiled water

• 1 medium carrot
•	Your baby’s usual milk or cooled,
boiled water

Method

Method

Method

1 Wash and peel the sweet potato.
2 Cut into small dice-sized cubes and
steam for 10−12 minutes until they are
soft when pierced with a sharp knife.
3 Allow to cool slightly, then place in
a food processor or small container
where you can use a hand blender.

1 Wash the broccoli and steam for
around 8−10 minutes until it is soft
when pierced with a sharp knife.
2 Allow to cool slightly, then place in
a food processor or small container
where you can use a hand blender.

4 Add 4−5 tablespoons of either cooled,
boiled water or your baby’s usual milk.

3 Add 2−3 tablespoons of either
cooled, boiled water or your baby’s
usual milk.

5 Blend until runny and smooth, adding
more liquid if required.

4 Blend until runny and smooth,
adding more liquid if required.

1

Scrub and trim the carrot, and cut into
slices about half a centimetre thick.

2 Steam for 8−10 minutes until the carrot
is soft when pierced with a sharp knife.
3 Allow to cool slightly, then place in
a food processor or small container
where you can use a hand blender.
4 Add 2 tablespoons of either cooled,
boiled water or your baby’s usual milk.
5 Blend until runny and smooth, adding
more liquid if required.
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Spinach purée

Potato purée

Avocado purée

Ingredients

Ingredients

Ingredients

• One bunch of spinach leaves
•	Your baby’s usual milk or cooled,
boiled water

• One medium potato
•	Your baby’s usual milk or cooled,
boiled water

• ¼ ripe avocado (the tapered end should
feel slightly soft when you press it)
• 1 lemon or 1 tbsp lemon juice

Method

Method

Method

1 Wash the spinach and place in a
saucepan with a splash of water.

1 Peel the potato, and cut into cubes.

2 Cook for 2–3 minutes or until the
spinach has wilted.

2 Steam for about 8−10 minutes until the
potato is soft when pierced with a sharp
knife.

3 Allow to cool slightly, then place in
a food processor or small container
where you can use a hand blender.

3 Allow to cool slightly, then place in a
food processor or small container where
you can use a hand blender.

4 Blend until runny and smooth.
Add some cooled, boiled water or
some of your baby’s usual milk if
necessary.

4 Add 2 tablespoons of either cooled,
boiled water or your baby’s usual milk.
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5 Blend until runny and smooth,
adding more liquid if required.

1

Cut a quarter piece of avocado,
leaving the stone in the remainder. To
store the rest, brush the cut avocado
surfaces with lemon juice to prevent
browning, and wrap tightly in cling film
before refrigerating.

2 Peel the skin from the avocado quarter
and slice.
3 Place the slices in a bowl and mash with
a fork until you have a runny purée.
4 Use as much as you need but
remember you can’t keep leftovers.

Pear purée
Ingredients
•	1 ripe pear (all pears
are suitable, but some types
may take longer to cook than others)
•	Your baby’s usual milk or cooled,
boiled water
• 4 tbsp water

Method

Banana purée
Ingredients
•	½ ripe banana (ensure it has no
green patches)

Method
1

Remove the skin and slice the
banana.

2 Place the slices in a bowl and
mash with a fork until you have a
runny purée.
3 Use as much as you need, but
remember you can’t keep leftovers.

Recipe tips
•	Check food isn’t too hot before
feeding by testing the temperature
on the inside of your wrist. Your
baby’s food should be served at body
temperature – so it shouldn’t feel
either hot or cold on your skin.
•	Freeze excess food in ice cube trays,
covered with a lid or cling film, and
sealed in a plastic bag – write the
date on the bag. Purées can be kept
frozen for up to one month.

1

Peel the pear and cut into quarters.
Remove the core and seeds, and cut
each quarter into 3 pieces.

2 Place in a saucepan with 4 tbsp of
water, cover and cook very gently over
a low heat, stirring occasionally. This
will take about 10−12 minutes.
3 Allow to cool slightly, then spoon the
pear and cooking liquid into a food
processor or a small container where
you can use a hand blender.
4 Blend until runny and smooth, adding
either cooled, boiled water or your
baby’s usual milk if required.
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What’s next?
Well done, you’ve made a fantastic start to weaning and your baby has
tried some or all of our top 10 first foods.
You’re now ready to move on to step 2, which will help you establish a
regular breakfast after your baby’s morning milk feed.
If your baby isn’t taking to weaning yet, don’t worry. Just wait a week and
try again. Your baby may need 8 to 12 times before accepting a new flavor.
Contact us if you’d like some advice.
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introducing breakfast
your goal:
establishing a breakfast routine
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“

Now that your baby’s happy with their first
spoonfuls, you can start establishing regular
mealtimes by adding breakfast to your feeding
routine.
Carbohydrate-dense foods such as rice cereals
and pumpkin provide
extra energy, nutrients
and fibre to support your
baby’s healthy growth!

”
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step 2:

introducing
breakfast

your goal:
establishing a breakfast
routine

You’re now ready to move on to step 2 of the 5 step weaning plan, which will help
you to establish a regular breakfast after your baby’s morning milk feed.
Step 2 is here to start establishing breakfast as a regular mealtime to your
baby’s feeding routine. Starchy foods like cereals provide energy and nutrients
– important for all that growing and playing. As well as getting into a regular
breakfast routine, continue with the purée feeding you established in step 1, and
keep introducing your baby to different tastes.

The first meal of the day is important
Eating breakfast together is a great opportunity
to spend quality time with your baby.
Babies are wide awake and full of smiles after they’ve had their morning milk, so
it’s also a good time to try something new.
And because you can mix baby cereals with their usual milk, the taste will be
reassuringly familiar too.
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Do
4 Remember, from 6 months,
your baby still needs
500 – 600ml of milk every
day, including the milk in
their cereal.

Don’t
8 Force feed as this may
create negative feelings
about food and eating.

Remember:
•	Start by giving your
baby most of their usual
morning milk, otherwise
they may be too hungry to
enjoy their breakfast.
•	Make your baby’s cereal
with their usual milk and
serve at room temperature.
•	Give your baby a drink
of water in a beaker or
cup with their breakfast,
so they can get used to
having a drink with a meal.
•	Give them their own spoon
to play with so that they
can get used to holding
one and bringing it to
their mouth.
•	Don’t worry if your baby
still only eats small
amounts at first. It’s more
important to establish
a good routine – their
appetite will soon increase.
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Yum mum, or no thanks!
Your baby’s preferences can seem to
change every other day, but don’t give up.
They’ll soon learn to love breakfast even if
it doesn’t feel like it some days!

How to feed
At this stage, your baby’s breakfasts should still be smooth in texture and
simple in taste.
Once they’re used to eating baby cereals and home-cooked rice porridge, you can add fruit or vegetable purees to
make them even more tasty and nutritious.
Give our delicious recipe ideas a go and your baby will soon be eating a healthy and tasty breakfast everyday
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Recipes
Baby cereals are designed and tailored with the
nutritional needs of babies in mind.
Just remember to check the instructions for making up your baby’s
cereal, as some contain milk powder so you can just add water,
while others need to be mixed with your baby’s usual milk.

Baby rice with apple purée
Ingredients

Method

• 1 level tbsp apple purée (see page 16
for recipe)

1 Spoon the apple purée into a small
bowl and stir in the baby rice.

• 2 tsp baby rice

2 Add enough warmed milk to make a
smooth, runny purée, stirring well.

• Your baby’s usual milk

Baby porridge with carrot purée
Ingredients

Method

• 1 tbsp of carrot puree (see pg 17 for
recipe)

1 Spoon carrot puree into a small bowl and
mix with prepared rice porridge

• 2 tbsp of cooked plain rice porridge

2 Stir well until it becomes runny and smooth.
3 Add more liquid or porridge as required.
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Baby cereal with pear purée

Baby cereal with banana

Ingredients

Ingredients

• 	1 level tbsp pear purée (see page 19 for recipe)

• 2cm piece of ripe banana

• 	2 tsp baby cereal

• 1 tbsp of baby cereal

• 	Your baby’s usual milk (if the cereal does not have added milk)
or warm, boiled water (if it has added milk)

• Your baby’s usual milk (if the cereal does not have added
milk) or warm, boiled water (if it has added milk)

Method

Method

1 Spoon the pear purée into a small bowl and stir in
the baby cereal.

1 Mash the banana in a small bowl with a fork until it is
smooth and runny.

2 Add enough warmed milk or water to make a smooth,
runny purée, stirring well.

2 Add the baby porridge and enough milk or water to
make a smooth, runny purée, stirring well.
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What’s next?
If your baby is regularly eating breakfast, you’re now ready to introduce new fruit and
veg in step 3.
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introducing variety
your goal:
giving your baby a wider variety of fruit and vegetable
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“

Now your baby’s used to our top 10 first
weaning foods and happily introducing
breakfast, let’s introduce new fruits and
vegetables.
Different coloured fruit
and veg will provide
both different nutrients
and new flavors.

”
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step 3:

variety is
important

Many of your baby’s taste preferences are
being shaped now.

your goal:
giving your baby a
wider variety of fruit
and vegetables.

Encouraging your baby to eat a wide variety of foods, including lots
of fruit and veg, right from the start, helps them recognise different
flavours. It also helps their taste buds develop and that means
they’re less likely to become fussy eaters.

How to feed
Introduce new purées at lunch or teatime.
Try giving two or three vegetables at the
same meal – but not mixed up, so they
learn to love the individual tastes.

You’ll still be giving your baby their
usual milk feeds, but by the end of
this step, they’ll be moving towards
family mealtimes by eating solid
food as breakfast, and either lunch
or teatime too.
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Do

4 Use either fresh or frozen fruit
and veg – they’re equally good
nutritionally.

4 Steam rather than boil
vegetables, if possible, to
preserve more nutrients.

4	Offer vegetables separately
to help your baby learn to
recognise each new flavour.

4 Spoon out a small amount of
food into a separate feeding
bowl and then add more if you
need to. Store the rest in the
fridge or freezer.

Don’t
8 Forget to remove any seeds or
stones to prevent choking.

8 R e-use leftovers from a bowl
or jar that you’ve fed your baby
directly, it may have bacteria
from the saliva.
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Remember:
• Follow the recipe instructions
and always wash or peel
fresh fruit and vegetables.
•	From 6 months, getting
enough vitamin D and iron
is particularly important,
especially as the natural iron
stores they were born with will
have run low, so remember
your baby still needs 500600ml of milk every day.
•	Opt for iron-fortified cereals to
ensure your baby is receiving
sufficient iron from weaning
foods.

Recipes
Mango purée

Strawberry purée

Ingredients

Ingredients

• ½ medium ripe mango or 80g of
prepared mango cubes

• 5 ripe strawberries

Method
1 To prepare the mango, stand
it on its tip and, using a sharp
knife, carefully cut off one side
as close to the central stone as
you can.
2 Make horizontal and vertical cuts
in the mango flesh going down
to, but not through, the skin.
Then press the skin up, so you
have a hedgehog effect, and cut
off the diced fruit.
3 Place the mango in a food
processor or small container
where you can use a hand
blender. Blend until
runny and smooth.

Method
1 Wash the strawberries and remove the
stalks.
2 Cut into quarters, place in a food
processor or small container where
you can use a hand blender, and
blend until runny and smooth.
3 Add a little of your baby’s usual milk if
required but don’t sweeten with sugar.
This is best served straightaway.
N.B. Strawberries should be red all over
which indicates they are fully ripe.
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Peach purée

Melon purée

Tomato purée

Ingredients

Ingredients

Ingredients

• 1 fully ripe peach

• 1 slice of a ripe melon (honeydew or
cantaloupe)

• 100g tomatoes (fresh or tinned)

Method
1 Wash the peach, cut in half and
remove the stone.
2 Halve again and cut each quarter into
several pieces.
3 Place the peach pieces in a food
processor or small container where
you can use a hand blender.
Blend until runny and smooth.
N.B. There is no need to remove the
skin, but if you want to, cut a small
cross in the skin on the base of the
peach (opposite the stalk end), place
in a bowl and cover with boiling water.
Using a spoon, carefully remove after
1 minute, leave until cool enough to
handle and peel away the skin.
34

Method
1 Scoop out the seeds from the melon
and carefully cut away the skin.
2 Cut the melon into small cubes,
place in a food processor or small
container where you can use a
hand blender, and blend until runny
and smooth.
3 This is best served straightaway,
rather than frozen for future use.
N.B. Melon contains lots of water,
so if it’s too runny, thicken it with a
little baby rice.

Method
1

If you’re using fresh tomatoes and want to
remove the skin, cut a small cross at the
base of the fresh tomatoes (opposite the
stalk end), place in a bowl and cover with
boiling water. Using a spoon, carefully
remove after 1 minute, leave until cool
enough to handle and peel away the skin.

2 If using fresh tomatoes, cut into halves and
remove the seeds. Or if you’re using tinned,
measure out 100g.
3 Place in a food processor or small container
where you can use a hand blender. Blend
until runny and smooth.
N.B. Fully ripe tomatoes are recommended
as they taste sweeter.

Papaya purée

Cauliflower purée

Pea purée

Ingredients

Ingredients

Ingredients

• 1 wedge of ripe papaya
• Your baby’s usual milk or warm,
boiled water

• 5 - 8 cauliflower florets
• Y our baby’s usual milk or warm,
boiled water

• ¼ cup frozen peas

Method

Method

1 Remove the skin of the papaya and cut
into cubes.

1 Wash the cauliflower florets and cut
in halves.

2 Place into a food processor or small
container where you can use a hand
blender, and blend until runny. This is
best served straightaway.

2 Steam for around 10−13 minutes until
the cauliflower is soft when pierced
with a sharp knife.

• Your baby’s usual milk

Method
1

Place the peas and some water in a
small microwaveable dish. Cover and
microwave on full power for 2 minutes.
Alternatively, steam for 2 minutes and
remove from the heat.

3 Allow to cool slightly, then place in
a food processor or small container
where you can use a hand blender.

2

Strain the peas and place in a food
processor or small container where
you can use a hand blender.

4 Add 3 tablespoons of either warm
water or your baby’s usual milk.

3

Add 3 tablespoons of your baby’s
usual milk.

5 Blend until runny and smooth, adding
more liquid if required.

4

Blend until runny and smooth, adding
more liquid if required.
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Pumpkin purée
Ingredients
• ¼ small pumpkin
• Your baby’s usual milk or warm, boiled water

Method
1 Wash the pumpkin, cut in half and
remove the seeds with a spoon. Place,
flesh side up, in a microwaveable dish
and add 4 tbsp water.
2 Cover lightly with cling film and
microwave on full power for 15 minutes
until the flesh is tender throughout. If
the flesh is still firm in places, cook for
another 2 minutes, then check again.
Allow to stand for 5 minutes before
peeling.
3 Alternatively, steam the pumpkin for
about 15 minutes until the flesh is tender.
4 Allow the pumpkin to cool slightly, then
place onto a clean chopping board and
scoop out the cooked flesh.
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5 Place about one third of the pumpkin
in a food processor or small container
where you can use a hand blender
and add 2 tablespoons of warm
water or your baby’s usual milk.
6 Blend until smooth and runny, adding
more liquid if required.
N.B. Cover any unsued pumpkin with
cling film and store for up to 2 days in
the fridge to use again.

Recipe tips
•	Your baby’s food should be
served at body temperature –
so it shouldn’t feel either hot or
cold on the inside of your wrist.
•	Freeze excess food in ice
cube trays, covered with a lid
or cling film, and sealed in a
plastic bag – write the date on
the bag. Purées can be kept
frozen for up to one month.

What’s next?
Well done, you’ve made a fantastic start to exploring different flavours.
Now you can introduce protein-rich foods such as meat, fish and
vegetarian alternatives in step 4. We’re here to help so give us a call if
you’d like to chat anything through.
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step 4:

introducing meat, fish &
alternatives
your goal:
establishing new tastes and textures of poultry,
meat and fish
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“

Now that your baby is enjoying a variety of
fruit and veg and a nutritious breakfast, it’s time
to introduce proteins into the diet including
poultry, meat, fish and alternatives.
Studies* show that delaying introduction of
foods such as eggs or soy beyond 6 months
does not protect against food allergies. Consult
your pediatrician if you are concerned about
the allergic risks of your baby.

”

*Fleischer DM, Spergel JM, Assa’ad AH, Pongracic JA. Primary prevention of allergic disease through nutritional interventions. J Allergy
Clin Immunol Pract. 2013;1(1):29–36.
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step 4:

meat, fish and
alternatives

Meat, fish and alternatives like beans and lentils are great sources of protein,
which your baby needs for their healthy growth and development. Try combining
their favourite vegetables with meat and fish in our delicious recipes, or create
your own vegetarian alternatives. They’ll soon discover they love these new foods!
For vegetarians, beans, pulses and lentils are the best alternative to meat and
fish. You’ll need to ensure your little one gets two or three portions a day to ensure
they’re getting enough protein and iron (3 if they are vegetarian).

your goal:
introducing the exciting
new tastes and textures of
meat, fish and vegetarian
alternatives

How to feed
In this step, you’ll be making more adventurous puréed
recipes that combine foods such as chicken, beef, salmon,
and vegetarian alternatives such as beans, pulses and
lentils with other vegetables they’ve had in steps 1 to 3.
It’s important to prepare meat and fish properly, removing all bones, skin and
excess fat. Good quality lean mince is great because it’s already done for you.
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Do

4 Choose the best quality, tender
cuts of meat or mince and trim
off any excess fat.

4 Check fish, meat and chicken
before cooking, carefully
removing all bones to reduce
the risk of choking.

4 Wash your hands before
preparing and cooking and
always cook meat and fish
thoroughly.

Don’t

8U
 se processed meats such as
sausages, burgers, ham or
bacon. They are not suitable
for babies as they contain salt,
preservatives and too much
saturated fat.

Remember:
•	Ensure meat and fish are
cooked through properly.
•	Always wash your hands
well after preparing
raw meat – especially
if you’re going on to
prepare fruit or veg.
•	Keep giving your baby
their usual milk feeds
and try our new meat
and fish recipes at lunch
or teatime.

8 A dd stock or gravy to your
baby’s food as they are high in
salt and disguise the flavour of
the food they are eating.
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Recipes
Cauliflower cheese purée
Makes 2-3 portions

Ingredients
• 10 - 15 cauliflower florets
• ½ tsp full fat spread, e.g. olive or sunflower spread
• 50ml of your baby’s usual milk
• 1 tbsp cheddar cheese, finely grated

Method
1 Wash the cauliflower florets and steam for 8−10 minutes until they are soft
when pierced with a knife. Allow to cool slightly.
2 Meanwhile mix the flour, spread and milk in your food processor or in a
container with a hand blender.
3 Pour into a microwaveable container and cook for 45 seconds at full power.
Remove and stir.
4 Microwave for another 15−30 seconds until the sauce is thickened. Stir in the
grated cheese. Allow to cool slightly.
5 Place the cauliflower and sauce into a food processor or container where you
can use a hand blender.
6 Blend until lumpy, adding more milk if required.
N.B. You can also use broccoli instead of cauliflower.
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Silken Tofu Egg Yolk Porridge

Fish and pea purée

Makes 1-2 portions

Makes 1-2 portions

Ingredients
• ¼ block silken tofu
• 1 hard-boiled egg yolk
• 3 broccoli florets
• ¼ cup rice porridge
• 2.5 cups of water

Method
1 Wash rice and drain. Bring water to a boil in a pan, add
rice and cook over low flame for 30 minutes until the rice
breaks down.

Ingredients
• 30g skinless, boneless white fish fillet such as cod or threadfin
• 90ml of your baby’s usual milk
• 70g defrosted frozen peas

Method
1 Wash the fish and dry with kitchen paper. Run your fingers over
the fish to carefully check that there are no bones.
2 Steam the fish for about 12 minutes until tender. The fish will
flake easily once cooked.

2 Meanwhile, steam the broccoli florets and tofu for 5 to 8
minutes, or until the broccoli is tender.

3 In the last 3 minutes of steaming, add in peas and cook till
tender. Remove the fish and peas from heat and allow to cool
slightly

3 Mash the tofu and broccoli until fairly lumpy, using a food
processor or fork. Mash the hard boiled egg yolk in a
separate bowl.

4 Spoon into a food processor or small container where you can
use a hand blender. Blend until lumpy, adding some milk if
required. Serve immediately.

4 Combine the tofu and broccoli into the rice porridge and
bring to a simmer. Add in mashed egg yolk.
5 Remove from heat and cool slightly before serving.
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Fish and sweet potato porridge

Carrot and chicken purée

Makes 1-2 portions

Makes 1-2 portions

Ingredients

Ingredients

•½
 of cup rice

• ½ carrot

• 3 cups of water

• 30g chicken mince (or other types good quality mince meat)

• 30g sweet potato, finely diced

Method

• 30g skinless, boneless white fish fillet such as cod or threadfin

Method
1 Wash rice and drain. Bring water to a boil in a pan, add
rice and cook over low flame.
2 Add sweet potato and cook until tender, for about 20
minutes.
3 Add the fish into the porridge and continue to simmer for
another 15-20 minutes, until the rice and sweet potato
breaks down. Stir frequently to prevent porridge from
burning
4 Allow porridge to cool slightly before serving.
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1 Peel, trim and dice the carrots into small cubes.
2 Place the chicken in a saucepan with a small amount of
water and cook on a gentle heat, breaking up the mince with
a spoon.
3 Add the carrot and enough water to cover the carrot. Bring to
the boil before reducing the heat and covering the pan.
4 Simmer gently for 20−25 minutes until the carrots are soft
when pierced with a knife, and the chicken is cooked through
(the juices should be colourless).
5 Remove from the heat and allow to cool, then spoon into a food
processor or container where you can use a hand blender.
6 Blend until lumpy.

What’s next?
Well done for introducing your baby to meat and fish!
Your baby would also have progressed from smooth to lumpy purees and
mashed foods consistency.
Now it’s time to bring together everything you have learnt in the first 4 steps
and start establishing a routine of 3 meals a day.
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your goal:
establish 3 regular meals with a variety of fruit,
veg, meats and fish.
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introdu
c
meat & ing
fish

“

Well done – you’ve reached the final step of
our 5 step weaning plan! Your baby’s come a
long way from their first spoonfuls.
Now they’re ready to start enjoying 3 meal
occasions a day.

”
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step 5:

establishing 3 meal
occasions a day

By eating breakfast, plus savoury foods at lunch and dinner, you
and your baby will start to get into a healthy eating routine that will
provide plenty of the nutrients they need as they grow and develop.
As well as trying the new recipes in this step, continue with the
purées you’ve tried previously, even the ones they didn’t seem to
like. Remember, it can take several tries before a baby accepts a
new taste.

How to feed
At this stage, you’ll still be giving them
their usual milk feeds alongside solid
foods.
Although your baby still won’t be getting a completely
balanced diet from their food yet, this step is important as it
establishes a healthy routine of eating regular meals.
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your goal:
Putting the last 4 steps
altogether, 3 times
a day

Remember:
•	As well as trying our new
recipes, continue to give
purée recipes from each
of the previous steps, even
ones that they didn’t seem
to like. Remember, it can
take several tries before a
baby accepts a new taste.

Do

4 Eat meals with your baby whenever
possible. Babies enjoy meals more if
they can see you’re having fun eating
too. They will also learn how to feed
themselves by copying you.

4 Offer your baby a dessert if they’re still
hungry, a fruit purée with no added
sugar is ideal.

•	If your baby is quite tired
by teatime, try giving them
their main meal at lunch
rather than dinner time.

4 Give your baby a drink of water in a

•	Try to avoid over feeding.
Look out for them turning
their head away, clamping
their mouth shut or getting
upset if you try to give
them another spoonful –
they’re trying to tell you
they’ve had enough!

8	Stop your baby’s usual milk feeds. Even

beaker or cup with their meal.

Don’t
though they’re eating other foods, milk
is still an important source of nutrition.

8	Disrupt your baby’s mealtime routine.
Take pre-prepared jars, pouches or
homemade purées with you in a cool
bag – don’t forget a bib and spoon!

8	Give your baby adult foods such as ice
cream, chocolate, tea, coffee, biscuits or
cakes. They don’t contain the nutrients
your baby needs and can encourage a
taste for unhealthy foods.
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Recipes
Chicken, broccoli
and spinach with rice

Salmon and pumpkin with
with rice

Makes 1-2 portions

Makes 1-2 portions

Ingredients

Ingredients

• 30g minced chicken

• 30g of skinless, boneless salmon fillet

• 3-5 florets of broccoli
• ½ bunch of spinach

• 100g pumpkin, peeled and cut
into small cubes

• 3 tbsp soft cooked rice

• 3 tbsp soft cooked rice

Method

Method

1 Wash the spinach and broccoli,
and cut the broccoli into small
florets.
2 Steam with the chicken for
7−9 minutes until the chicken
is cooked through (the juices
should be colourless).
3 Remove from the heat and cool
slightly, then spoon into a food
processor or container where
you can use a hand blender.
4 Blend till chunky, mix well with
soft cooked rice and serve.
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1 Steam the pumpkin squash for 3 minutes.
2 Meanwhile, wash the fish and dry with
kitchen paper. Run your fingertips over the
fish to carefully check that there are no bones.
3 Place the fish on top of the pumpkin, cover and
steam for 5 minutes. Once cooked, the fish
will flake easily and the squash will be soft
when pierced with a knife.
4 When the salmon and pumpkin are cooked,
remove from the heat and cool slightly.
5 Mash salmon and pumpkin with a fork till
chunky. Mix well with soft cooked rice and
serve.

Sweet potato and avocado mash
Makes 1-2 portions

Ingredients
• ½ ripe sweet potato peeled and diced
• ½ ripe avocado, diced
• 2 tbsp cream cheese
• ¼ cup of water

Method
1 Steam sweet potato for 10 – 15 minutes or until
tender
2 Blend the sweet potato with avocado until fairly
smooth.
3 Mix in the cream cheese and add water
if needed to achieve a spoonable
consistency and serve
immediately.
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Well done!
You’ve completed the 5-step weaning plan!
Your baby will now be eating 3 meals occasions a day and enjoying lots of
healthy flavors.
Eventually, your baby will be eating 3 balanced meals, 2 snacks and 2-3
servings of milk a day to provide the nutrients they need to grow into
happy, healthy toddlers.
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Weaning FAQs
Q

Does my baby have a food allergy
or intolerance?

A Lots of mums worry about food allergies and
intolerances when they start weaning their baby, but
there’s an important difference between the two.

Allergic reaction
An allergic reaction happens when the body’s immune
system tries to attack something that’s normally
harmless, like a food or pollen. This usually occurs
within an hour, but often only minutes after coming
into contact with the allergen, (e.g. cows’ milk protein)
but sometimes it can take several days. Symptoms
can vary but include:

Food intolerance
A food intolerance does not involve the immune
system. It’s often due to the body being unable to
digest something properly, like lactose. Symptoms
tend to be less immediate and may include:
• Diarrhoea
• Bloating
• Wind

• Swelling (possibly of the lips and tongue)
• Sneezing and watery eyes
• Rashes, eczema or itchy skin
• Asthma or wheezing
• Vomiting
• Diarrhoea
• 	Anaphylaxis − this only occurs in very severe
cases and is rare

If you think your baby has a food allergy
or intolerance then you should see your
pediatrician.
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Q

Why shouldn’t I add salt
to my baby’s food?

A Too much salt can damage your baby’s immature kidneys. The recommended daily amount of
salt is 1g (0.4g sodium) up to the age of 12 months and 2g (0.8g sodium) between the ages of 1
and 3 years.
‘Sodium’ forms part of salt. To work out how much salt is in something, multiply the sodium
content by 2.5. Some foods contain natural sodium, but try to avoid those with added salt. Look
out for salt, yeast extract or stock on food labels.

Q

What about sugar?

A Intake of excessive sugars such as sucrose has been linked to obesity
later in life.
• 	Try to choose foods that are naturally sweet such as fruit, sweet
potatoes and carrots.
• 	Keep an eye out for ‘added sugar’ in yogurts or desserts – choose
the ones with the least amounts or no added sugar, and look out for
sugar or fruit juice concentrate in savoury foods too.
• 	Keep a lookout for baby food products with no-added sucrose.
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Q

What foods should my
baby avoid?

A There are some foods you shouldn’t
include in the early stages of weaning.
• 	Soft and unpasteurised cheeses such
as Brie or Camembert
• Undercooked or raw shellfish
• Undercooked or raw eggs
• Processed meats
• Tea, coffee and fizzy drinks
• Honey

For babies with a family history of allergies, consult your
pediatrician before introducing potential allergenic foods such
as nuts and seafood.
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Q

How can I prepare my baby’s
food safely?

A Your baby’s immune system isn’t fully developed yet,
so even a few germs can upset their tiny tummy.
• 	Always wash your hands before and after
handling food, especially raw meat.
• 	Use separate chopping boards and knives for
raw meat and fish, and vegetables and fruit.
• 	All equipment and surfaces used to prepare and
serve your baby’s food, including kitchen work
tops, chopping boards, utensils, blenders and
highchair, should be cleaned thoroughly before
and after use.
• 	Don’t forget to wash your baby’s hands before
eating too − it’s never too early to establish good
hygiene habits!

Q

Can artificial additives harm my baby?

A It is now known that some combinations of artificial

colourings can have a negative effect on children’s
behaviour. So try to avoid foods with artificial
colourings, flavourings, sweeteners and preservatives.
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To ensure you’re doing the best for your baby, prepare
your own meals from fresh ingredients or feed them
foods specifically made for babies as they won’t
contain any artificial nasties.

Q

How much milk should
my baby have?

A Between 6-12 months they still need
at least 500-600ml of milk every day,
once weaning is established.

Q

How should I store
ready-prepared food?

A • 	Always check the best before or
use by date.
• 	Check the storage instructions on
the packaging before freezing
leftovers.
• 	Use a clean plastic spoon to
transfer a small amount from the
jar into your baby’s bowl. You can
then safely store the rest of the jar
in the fridge, with the lid back on,
for up to 48 hours.
• 	If you feed straight from the jar,
any remaining food should be
thrown away.
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Q

Should I choose organic
food?

A

If you are making homemade purées,
always try to buy the best quality, fresh or
frozen ingredients you can afford. All fruit
and vegetables, organic or not, should be
washed, and peeled if necessary.
When it comes to what goes into readyprepared baby foods, all manufacturers
have to follow strict local and international
regulations, covering everything from
nutrient levels to using preservatives and
pesticides, to ensure they are safe and
suitable for babies to eat.
These regulations apply to all baby food,
organic or not. In fact, standards are so
high that respected food organisations
agree there is no nutritional difference
between using organic and non-organic
baby food.
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